
REF NAME ROLE ACTUAL COMMENT

Lewisham 

West
BCE-15204 Robert Lewis Member of the public Since I live in Beckenham, not Lewisham West or Penge, I welcome the commonsense boundary change proposed.

Lewisham 

East
Kevin Bonavia

Local councillor or other 

elected official
This speaker made an oral representation on day two of the Bromley public hearing, at approximately 10.00 am. You can watch the proceedings at the below link, or read the attached transcript of the hearing.

Lewisham 

East
BCE-22526 Helen Reeves

On behalf of another 

organisation
Dear Boundary Commission,

Lewisham 

East
BCE-20323 nicola Peers Member of the public I like the proposal that Blackheath should join Greenwich however can you add Blackheath Park as well so that Blackheath village is reunited?

Lewisham 

East
BCE-19295 Jacqueline Latraille Member of the public I have looked at my local proposed change and the first thing that immediately hit me was the fact that the more wealthy parts Blackheath and Hithergreen has been cut out of my constituency. This would clearly indicate to me that the new proposed boundaries...

Lewisham 

East
BCE-14504 Peter Swallow Member of the public Blackheath is in Lewisham, is part of the Lewisham Council area and is separated from Greenwich by two massive parks. It seems the height of folly to arbitrarily stick it on the end of a Greenwich constituency. There is a reason why it currently sits...

Lewisham 

Deptford
BCE-30009 Ross Archer

On behalf of another 

organisation
Counter-proposals for proposed Lewisham & Catford and Greenwich & Deptford seats

Lewisham 

East
BCE-16610 P Knight Member of the public Under the proposals, Lee Green ward (in Lewisham Borough and currently in Lewisham East constituency) would form a southerly “outcrop” of a new Greenwich and Deptford constituency. This takes insufficient account of the boundaries of existing constituencies...

Lewisham 

East
BCE-27845 Andrew Lee

Official response from the 

Conservative party
East Lewisham Conservative Association, 77 Dartmouth Road, London, SE23 3HT

Lewisham 

Deptford
BCE-19280 Ben Holden Member of the public I believe proposed boundary changes in the Brockley/ Lewisham Deptford area are inappropriate.

Lewisham 

Deptford
BCE-27376 Susan Shanks Member of the public I am concerned that, under these new changes, Deptford, London, will loose its MP and will not benefit from the political representation it deserves, or to which it has a right. Not only that, but citizens in Greenwich will suffer from an overstretched...

Lewisham 

Deptford
BCE-15113 Martin Quinlan Member of the public I understand that the Boundary Commission is constrained by having been required to use 2015 electoral roll data, but it brings the whole process into disrepute when it is clear to everyone that the electoral roll data used to revise boundaries is flawed...

Lewisham 

East
BCE-27466 Simon Partlett Member of the public My comments relate to the 3 constituencies you initially propose within the London Borough of Lewisham.

Lewisham 

East
BCE-24588 Janice Senior Member of the public First of all not very helpful website. I put my postcode in to get the proposed change. Was surprised to say the least as my part of Peckham has been moved into Lewisham with an extremely odd shaped constituency with areas which have virtually nothing...

Lewisham 

West
BCE-26712 Donald Harris Member of the public I was born 91 years ago so have observed Boundary Commission decisions more than once and I know what this means - it means that the people in power feel uneasy and want to make sure they stay that way by fiddling the boundaries so as to increase the...

Lewisham 

West
BCE-18975 Dylan O'Sullivan Member of the public Regardless of the changes the idea that a boundary shift can be made that clearly disadvantages one party over another without first having a general election is completely undemocratic. To simply remove a large number of Labour seats at a time when an...

Lewisham 

West
BCE-17602 Alexander Leithes Member of the public Reducing the number of constituencies in the predominantly Labour voting and controlled London sounds a lot like gerrymandering by the Tory government. Please do not allow the boundary commission to be used as a political tool for the Conservative party...

Lewisham 

West
BCE-15618 Charlie Brett Member of the public 2 million people are missing from the electoral register that you are using for a start. Why not use population rather than those on the electoral register.

Lewisham 

Deptford
BCE-24686 sev flowers Member of the public The proposed changes are undemocratic! They put too much power into the hands of the conservatives which is unrepresentative of the voting British public. The majority of voting people in this country do NOT vote for the conservatives. Take that into...

Lewisham 

Deptford
BCE-18299 David Littlefair Member of the public The boundary for my local area is completely changing and seems to only keep 20% or so of the original mapping. I feel like this is a mistake, My MP will no longer be familiar with her constituents, for one, and I have no idea - given how radically this...

Lewisham 

East
BCE-18438 Ann Brandon Member of the public I think the proposed boundaries are too confusing. This is because they don't follow borough boundaries. I understand where my home and community is - it's Deptford Constituency in Lewisham. I identify with that. It's my community and part of my identity....

Lewisham 

East
BCE-14420 Adrian Cooper Member of the public I reside in Lewisham & Catford borough in the existing and planned proposals. The area in which I live bears little resemblance to the rest of Lewisham and catford, having more in common with neighbouring Bromley in terms of needs. I would suggest a cleaner...

Lewisham 

East
BCE-15476 Pauline Mallory Member of the public I suggest The boundary runs along Lee Park or second best would be Lee High Road.



Lewisham 

East
BCE-15768 Edward Walkington Member of the public As someone who lives in Deptford but in Greenwich borough, I like your Deptford and Greenwich constituency as this unites areas that are arbitrarily divided by borough boundaries.

Lewisham 

Deptford
BCE-15540 Steven Cuthill Member of the public Hello,

Lewisham 

Deptford
BCE-15681 Caspar Below Member of the public The boundary review is counter productive to electorate engagement and ultimately undermines MPs standing in the community, because MPs would represent 3 halves of communities around town centres, rather than one or two complete ones.

Lewisham 

Deptford
BCE-17451 Kay Smith Member of the public The proposed constituency for my area would cover 2 local authorities. Southwark and Lewisham.

Lewisham 

West
BCE-14497 Dominique Dyer Member of the public I live in Penge east, which is currently part of Lewisham West and Penge. It is a mostly deprived/poor area, and under the current plans will become a part of the wealthy Beckenham ward. Penge will become the ONLY part of the consituancy that is not well...

Lewisham 

West
BCE-15058 Donal Mullane Member of the public Absolutely delighted that Penge and Cator Wards are proposed to move to the Beckenham Constituency from Lewisham West. I live in Cator Ward, which is in Beckenham, in the London Borough of Bromley. I have no affinity whatsoever with Lewisham, so to be...

Lewisham 

East
BCE-21027 Tim Wakefield Member of the public I am concerned at the changes to boundaries for my constituency. London and this area of Lewisham has seen great population growth and is forecast to increase considerably over the next few years. Given the proposed electoral size, I believe the majority...

Lewisham 

East
BCE-19441 Gerald Bates Member of the public There are thousands of extra units currently being built and planned on the peninsula - have these been taken into account? If not the 5% differential you are working on will have certainly been breached by the time this comes into force. May I suggest...

Lewisham 

Deptford
BCE-19362 Trina Lynskey Member of the public I think my new constituency of Greenwich & Deptford is good. There may be an issue with 2 of the wards Evelyn (Lewisham) and Penninsula (Greenwich) which will see significant population increase in the next 10 years. The bit of the new constituency south...

Lewisham 

East
BCE-25814 Andrew Scott Member of the public The proposed boundaries are based on electoral register data that is now out of date as it is from December 2015. Lewisham has seen a massive increase in population since this time and we will, therefore be under represented in the House of Commons. This...

Lewisham 

West
BCE-16063 Brendan Cuddihy Member of the public I am concerned that by basing constituency size on electors (and specifically numbers of voters registered for the 2015 general election), this does not fairly represent populations. Since elected MPs represent all of the people of their constituencies...

Lewisham 

Deptford
BCE-18101 Jacob Stringer Member of the public It is clearly unjust that boundaries are set according to how many voters are registered rather than how many are eligible. We know that older, whiter, more established, (and so richer) people are more likely to be registered. This aspect of the law/regulations...

Lewisham 

Deptford
BCE-29911 Gordon Cowie Member of the public I am very unhappy with the proposed constituencies as they affect my local area, and the proposal seems totally unacceptable. Brockley (the area rather than the ward), which is my neighbourhood & immediate local area, is currently in Lewisham Deptford....

Lewisham 

Deptford
BCE-15019 James Walsh Member of the public Would it not be better to square these two halves of a constituency off rather than have to long protesting interlocking fingers of a borough?

Lewisham 

East
BCE-21534 Paul Regan Member of the public This site is extremely poor and from it I am unable to understand how the proposals affect me or my immediate surrounding area. Please tell me how I can get more information. Thank you.

Lewisham 

East
BCE-19434 anthony power Member of the public As a Beckenham resident for many years I fully support the proposals for the Beckenham constituency.

Lewisham 

West
BCE-26800 Bruna Zanelli Member of the public Why? It makes no sense. Another crackpot idea from some under worked so called politician who needs to prove his worth. Forget it. If it isn't broken don't mend it.

Lewisham 

West
BCE-20767 Chris Brody Member of the public This review is all very well but does not in any way address the key issue of the representation of the people's will in Parliament.

Lewisham 

West
BCE-17556 Paul Clift Member of the public I feel that this is a false exercise and that the constituency boundaries should remain as they are.

Lewisham 

Deptford
BCE-23220 Michael Coulston Member of the public I think that parliamentary constituencies are being separated from the boroughs to an unnecessary extent. I think that this is part of a deliberate move to remove a kind of right of appeal or higher authority, because MPs will have an excuse not to...



LINK DETAILS

View & 

Comment
Lives in Beckenham, not Lewisham or Penge. Welcomes the change

View & 

Comment

Lewisham Councillor. Requests that all of Blackheath to be placed in a single 

constituency. It is a single community and needs a single MP to champion the 

common issues all parts of the area face, especially issues exacerbated by 

being in 2 different boroughs.
View & 

Comment

Blackheath Society. Would like to see all of Blackheath in one constituency. 

Suggests new boundary lines along roads rather than ward boundaries. Also 

View & 

Comment

Likes the proposal for Blackheath to join Greenwich. Would like to add 

Blackheath Park as well so that Blackheath village is reunited

View & 

Comment

The more wealthy parts of Blackheath and Hithergreen have been cut out of 

the constituency. Believes the new proposed boundaries are segregating the 

View & 

Comment

Blackheath should not be in a Greenwich constituency. It is in Lewisham and 

there is too great a distance to Greenwich

View & 

Comment

Current proposals for the Lewisham & Catford and Greenwich & Deptford 

seats would damage established community links and historic boundaries.  

View & 

Comment

Lee Green ward forms a southerly “outcrop” of a new Greenwich and 

Deptford constituency. This breaks local ties and boundaries of existing 

View & 

Comment

From Lewisham East Conservatives. Initial proposals break local ties. 

Blackheath and Lee Green wards be switched from Greenwich & Deptford to 

View & 

Comment

Wants to see different boundaries used for the Brockley/Deptford area - 

outside of ward boundaries

View & 

Comment

Believes Deptford deserves a single MP, rather than sharing with Greenwich 

to which it has no links

View & 

Comment

Registration data is out of date. Large population growth in the Deptford 

area. Deptford sits better with Southwark than with Greenwich

View & 

Comment

Forest Hill resident. Retain Forest Hill, Perry Vale, Bellingham and Sydenham 

and all these wards are in the current constituency of Lewisham West & 

View & 

Comment

Southwark resident. Not happy with her ward being moved from a Southwark 

constituency to a Lewisham one. Claims this is gerrymandering

View & 

Comment
Questions the motives for the review

View & 

Comment
Questions the motives for the review

View & 

Comment
Questions the motives for the review

View & 

Comment
Questions the motives for the review

View & 

Comment
Unrepresentative and not democratic

View & 

Comment

Not happy with the new bounaries. Doesn't give enough detail about their 

own situation to explain why they believe this. The methodology is crude. 

View & 

Comment

Pproposed boundaries are too confusing. They don't follow borough 

boundaries. I identify with Lewisham. Artificially changing that (in my view to 

I reside in Lewisham & Catford borough in the existing and planned proposals. The area in which I live bears little resemblance to the rest of Lewisham and catford, having more in common with neighbouring Bromley in terms of needs. I would suggest a cleaner...
Wants part of Lewisham (Hither Green and Grove Park) to move to a Bromley 

constituency. More local ties to Bromley than Lewisham, Deptford or 

View & 

Comment
Lee Green - not keen on it being in a Greenwich constituency
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View & 

Comment

Likes Deptford and Greenwich constituency as this unites areas that are 

arbitrarily divided by borough boundaries. Disagrees with Lee Green ward 

View & 

Comment

Isn't happy with Hither Green being split being 2 different constituencies - it 

lies in Lewisham Central and Lee Green Wards. 

View & 

Comment

Many communities are split in 2 parts. E.g. camberwell, peckham, vauxhall. 

The methodology has not led to improving local ties but in further breaking 

View & 

Comment

New constituency covers 2 local authorities. Would prefer them to represent 

only 1 authority

View & 

Comment

Lives in Penge east, which is currently part of Lewisham West and Penge. Too 

much difference with the rest of this constituency - demographics, social 

View & 

Comment

Pleased that Penge and Cator wards are being moved away from Lewisham 

West

View & 

Comment
Wants zero changes to London due to huge population growth. 

View & 

Comment

Comments on population growth in the Peninsula. Suggests moving the 

boundary to accommodate it

View & 

Comment

Initial proposals are good. Possible problems to face regarding population 

growth

View & 

Comment
Complaint about use of 1 December 2015 registration figures

View & 

Comment

Feels the use of the 1st December 2015 electorate figures have produced 

poor results and the review is poor for areas like ours

View & 

Comment
Low registration rates in some areas weaken the chosen methodology 

View & 

Comment

Brockley (the area rather than the ward) is currently in Lewisham Deptford. 

Under the proposal it will be split between 3 constituencies (Ladywell ward to 

View & 

Comment

The shape of these constituencies are long and thin. It would be better to 

square them off for more rounded shapes.

View & 

Comment
Wants more information. No comments

View & 

Comment
Beckenham resident. Strongly supports the proposals

View & 

Comment
Doesn't want any changes

View & 

Comment

Wants a review of our electoral and parliamentary systems. No comments on 

the proposals

View & 

Comment

No change is needed. Changes to the electoral and representative systems 

are what is needed

View & 

Comment

Not enough links to boroughs. Believes this is to facillitate MPs no longer 

interacting with local government, thus reducing their impact on local 
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